
To: Sgt. Deal 

From: General RAM 

Subject:  New Recruit Briefing 

 

All new recruits must be informed, regardless of what they may already know.  There’s a lot of 

disinformation out there.  This message should clarify. 

We’ve had too many opposing views, so our team has put together this briefing, to settle any disputes.  

Recruits can have their theories, but for purposes of necessity, this makes us all on the same page. 

 

History of Sub-Binary Taglines: 

With the advent of quantum computing, mental interface tek, and M Theory, a new computing system 

came to fruition, in the 21st century EY (Earth Years).  By sending files, in open loops, to the past, 

quantum computers achieved time travel. 

It wasn’t long after that closed loops were experimented with, upsetting causality factors, but opening a 

new horizon for humanity.  Theories of multiple universes quickly became reality, but this also meant a 

whole new understanding of what computing had the capability of. 

Through experimentation, it became sport to send files further and further through time.  But, as this 

happened, new theories sprang up, considering that, rather than the origins being from the present, 

what if they were discovering loops that had been present all along, and that our world was actually 

made up of portals through space-time.  These portals became known as sub-binary taglines. 

As mentioned, mental interface tek changed this drastically.  While these systems of sub-binary taglines 

were highly classified, it wasn’t long after that hackers made it available for people to virtually 

experience the past, through quantum entanglement, via sub-binary taglines and their mental interface 

tek.  From there, it was discovered that sub-binary taglines weren’t just a computational portal, but a 

telepathic one, as well. 

Because of these mental connections, it’s necessary for humans to safeguard their minds, if they don’t 

have mental interface augmentation.  Lynks, which are small devices attached to most humans in the 

DCs, act as a fire wall, and double as a communicator device.  The lynks protect from mental piracy, a 

variety of necessities, such as temporal dementia, Mandela Effect Syndrome, and other psychoses, and 

utilize scalar tek to stabilize timelines, preventing tachyons from destroying the unified field. 

This is not to say that the systems of government, designed to safeguard against crimes of a sub-binary 

nature, are not corrupt themselves.  It is necessary for people to be suspecting of these governing 

forces.  As a resistance, a coalition of hackers, known as versers, came to be, running interference 

against corrupt governing systems.  They keep everything intact. 

 

Neo-G’s Subspace Realm and the Lynk System: 



It is said that Noah Bradley and the early founding scientific community manufactured the subspace 

realm of Neo-G, prior to colonization.  It is a natural holistic system using the moon’s energy lay-lines as 

a means to combat the need for lynks.  It is what gives the mystyks of the Wyld access to the OA fields.  

The Omega-Alpha waves generated by the subspace realm, or what was known, originally, as the Gnoah 

System, are what the lynks’ system is based off of.  There are other lynk systems off-world, but they 

don’t rely on the moon’s OA fields.  Cesar perversely built the DCs (Digital Citadels) over each point of 

the convergence of the lay-lines, which happens to be seven core centers, in a cave system, throughout 

Neo-G. 

The subspace realm, besides offering freedom from the dangers of sub-binary taglines, has many 

functions.  It is a realm that exists independently of space-time, and the seven core points are what 

focus its energy field.  The mystyks and other Wyld Ones have naturally adapted to harnessing the 

power of the OA fields, and its uses range in a variety of means.  The mystyks developed a symbiotic 

relationship with it, and to them, it is as an aspect of their religious understanding. 

 

The History of the Digital Citadels: 

The DCs were put in as learning centers to reintroduce the people of the Wyld to tek, according to 

Cesar. 

After the civil war and the fall of Purity (Neo-G’s true human kyngdom), the DCs became home for those 

who wanted to have tek reintroduced to their lives.  Despite being traitors (which is now forgivable), in 

order to have homage in the DCs, Cesar demanded access to the lives of each citizen.  They were 

implanted with a lynk, and are slowly being homogenized into his system. 

The first generation of citizens that took occupancy in the DCs were given fertility drugs, as well.  The 

majority of the citizens are still teenagers and young adults, being that the DCs have only been in full 

operation for almost 20 EY. 

The citizens are given a luxurious lifestyle.  Food, tailor-made clothing, personally designed aerocars, 

housing, tek, and entertainment are all things seemingly given freely to the people.  The price is 

servitude on Earth, for themselves and their families, based on a credit system.  The more one is willing 

to turn over, the more credit they receive. 

Cesar claims that life on Earth has become manageable again, and these learning centers are there for 

people to become acquainted with tek, so that they are not foreign, when returning to Earth, which is 

the ultimate goal for Cesar’s plan. 

 (We’re planning on sending a spy to investigate how manageable life on Earth will be, but the details 

are classified.) 

 

The History of the Re-Tek and Cyber-Junkies: 

Cyber-junkies is the slang term for people who have become addicted to augmenting their minds and 

body with tek.  There are levels to which people will go, with some cases becoming completely machine-

like.  Most sub-binary versers are cyber-junkies to some extent, but not all. 



About half of the Re-Tek ranks are former cyber-junkies.  The Re-Tek feel that becoming affiliated is a 

way to atone for a misguided life of mistaking tek augmentation as a viable outlet, despite being raised 

in a society of backwards morality that seems to promote that choice.  The Re-Tek consider themselves 

to be the only acceptable militant group that fights fire with fire, by using tek to combat Cesar and his 

forces.  The Re-Tek appreciate sub-binary versers that aren’t affiliated, but the Re-Tek’s ultimate goal is 

total unity, believing that working together is the only way to overpower the system of the DCs. 

The Re-Tek were started by the remaining soldiers still loyal to the kingdom of Purity.  During the fall of 

Purity, Cesar began construction of the DCs, against the will of the monarchy and parliament.  Soldiers 

of Purity tried to stop the construction, but were unsuccessful.  Those who survived fled to the tree 

cities in the Wyld. 

Eventually, some of those soldiers came together, and began studying the tek of the DCs.  They entered 

the DCs as willing occupants, but only to gain knowledge of the tek, learning how to use it against the 

DCP (Digital Citadel Police).  It took time, but eventually they developed a strategy. 

The tek of the DCs upgrades on a nyghtly basis.  Its old materials are discarded in the miles of wasteland 

outside of each DC, which is another reason the why the Re-Tek fight to rid Neo-G of them.  Useless to 

the DCs, though, the old soldiers harnessed the capability of the discarded tek. 

The Re-Tek have taken refuge in the wastelands, developing military outposts underneath.  There are 

networks of tunnels running from the surface deep into the underbelly, which allow for cover, but the 

Re-Tek are constantly on the move, evading jrones that seek to usurp the hideouts. 

The Re-Tek started recruiting Wyld Ones, at first, and training them in the ways of tek.  Once their force 

grew in numbers and knowledge, guerilla tactics were employed, destroying specific locations vital to 

the DC’s system operations.  This earned the soldiers the title of Re-Tek, which was a slander, coined by 

news broadcasts, but the soldiers took it, as a badge of honor.  Hard to trace, the hunt for the Re-Tek 

was on. 

The Re-Tek have become well known throughout Neo-G.  Their networks allow them to move in and out 

of the DCs with ease, employing DC citizens, and mostly cyber-junkies, to help with the internal fight.  

Over time, though, their focus shifted from attacks on the cities, and more on protecting the Wyld.  The 

DCP constantly break peace negotiations with the Wyld, as they see fit, and the Re-Tek have become like 

a police force, intervening where necessary. 

 


